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Biography
Stephanie Fishman handles technical matters across
the entire energy sector. She brings years of federal
government experience, and a background in nuclear
engineering and energy project financing, to assist
clients with high-stakes transactions and address
complex regulatory needs.
Stephanie complements her legal skills with her unique
handling of international energy projects. Prior to law
school, Stephanie worked for the Defense Threat
Reduction Agency within the Department of Defense
managing nuclear security contracts in Kazakhstan,
South Africa, and Jordan. Before that, she served as an
Analyst Intern with the Central Intelligence Agency.
These experiences prepared her to bridge the technical
divide between understanding evolving commodity
markets and regulatory requirements.
Before joining Hogan Lovells, she was a judicial law
clerk with the Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel at
the NRC where she analyzed a variety of federal
regulations to assist in drafting orders for the judges.
During law school, she handled clean energy initiatives,
assisted in litigation as a law clerk at the Department of
Energy, and was a member of the American University
Law Review.
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Languages
English
Spanish
Arabic

Practices
Energy Disputes
Energy Regulatory
Infrastructure, Energy, Resources,
and Projects

Industries
Energy and Natural Resources

Latest thinking and events
News
IAEA projects growth for nuclear due to climate
and energy security needs; IEA projects same

Education and admissions

News
New DOE Report shows former coal plants can
support new nuclear plants and a just energy
transition
News
NRC Staff contemplates licensing and regulating
fusion energy systems
News
The CHIPS and Science Act creates opportunities
for advanced nuclear
News
Senators call for the NRC to develop differentiated
fusion regulation
News
The Inflation Reduction Act officially signed into
law

Education
J.D., American University
Washington College of Law, 2019
B.A., The University of Georgia, with
honors, 2012
Physics Certificate, University of
Oxford, Trinity College, 2010

Memberships
Member and Former Student Board
Chair, Energy Bar Association
Member, Women in Nuclear

Bar admissions and
qualifications
District of Columbia

